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Hotel Park launched a campaign to promote its car park 

spaces. This offer is open to everyone specifically 

businesses such as limousine companies, fleet agencies, 

car rental, and automotive companies looking for a 

spacious and convenient parking facility. In addition to its 

strategic place which is highly convenient for companies 

and their clients, Hotel Park offers over 2,500 parking slots 

and a variety of value-added services that can be utilized 

during your stay. From car service center, car wash, and a 

lot more. The car park is also equipped with 7/24 security 

including CCTV systems. One of the major concerns of the 

customers is the safety and security of their vehicles. The 

B2B car park promotion is open to all companies wanting 

convenient parking spaces for their vehicles, especially to 

those who do not have enough or safe spaces to park their 

cars at their premises. In addition to that, if your company 

is seeking a space that is accessible for all and provides 

high-technology parking systems where vehicles are 

strictly monitored 7/24, you can enquire regarding this 

promotion and be informed of its flexible terms and 

conditions. Call the Hotel Park reception area at 4456 

7665 or email hotelpark@mawaqifqatar.com for more 

information.

B2B Car Park Promotion

Newly launched car park promotions offered 
for businesses.

Another food kiosk offering delicious snacks is 
waiting for you at the park.

The latest news you should not miss at Hotel 
Park from upcoming food kiosks and special 
events.

For more information, you can visit Hotel Park 
Reception Area.

SPEND AND WIN 15 DAYS TO GO!
AT HOTEL PARK!

A new service to be provided at Hotel Park 
for environmentally friendly transport and 
to save on fuel consumption.
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Trampoline by:

Upcoming Tenants at Hotel Park

Giveaway Winner

A famous Spanish delight called “Churros” is one of the newest favorite 

snacks you can find at Hotel Park. With its delicious taste and amazing 

flavors, you can never get rid of having these sweets along with their best 

coffees. Churros Café has opened its recent branch at Hotel Park serving 

delicious desserts and beverages perfect while you are enjoying the 

spectacular view of Westbay.

Churros Kiosk

Because Hotel Park supports environmentally friendly modes of transport, 

we are launching electric charging stations at dedicated area of the parking. 

This new service is to encourage better sustainability for the environment, 

which is part of Hotel Park’s mission. In view of fully implementing this 

concept, Hotel Park has embarked a partnership with Porsche Centre Doha. 

Hotel Park took part in supporting Qatar’s vision for the environment  and 

commitment towards sustainability. With its opening in the Center of the 

West Bay Area, the Park is proud to provide the EV Charging Station in its 

parking facility, delivering the perfect and ideal location that is readily 

accessible to all. Owners of electric vehicles can easily have their cars 

charged at any time and also explore a range of services around Hotel Park.

EV Charger 

FIFA Event in Katara

@churroscafe.qa Churros Cafe 

Trampoline by:

SPEND AND WIN 15 DAYS TO GO!
AT HOTEL PARK!


